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We said a sad goodbye in September to 
Shihan Hiroshi Okubo: family man, friend, 
colleague, mentor, combined in a  man of 
modesty.                                               Page 2 
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Since issuing a request to all member countries to advise how many Kofukan 
members want to come on the trip to Japan in 2019 we have received advance  
notice of a record number who are planning to attend, well exceeding the       
numbers in 1999 and 2009. Now we just need to find places for everyone to stay 
while they are there! It’s a tall order these days, as Japan is reportedly the world's 
fastest growing travel destination, the number of visitors apparently increasing 
by more than 200% since 2010. So please have sympathy for the poor agent who 
has been charged with finding hotel rooms, and patience with us while we gather 
the information to pass on to interested parties.  
 
Meanwhile we are looking forward to introducing new visitors to the sights and 
experiences that some of us may already be familiar with, along with some that 
we hope will be new to all participants. Alongside organized events, everyone will 
have free time to explore for themselves and create unique memories for the     
future. 
 
Within the pages of this issue of the Newsletter are reports and reflections of    
Japan by Dan grade members, both novice and veteran, who participated in the 
2017 Trip. They give a taste of what Japan has to offer, that has some people    
going back time after time. 
 
Be sure to contact and keep in touch with your country organizer if you would 
like to join in ! 

-     Editor 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

SHIHAN HIROSHI 
OKUBO 

 
1947—2018 

 

It was with great sadness that we 
had to advise members that Shihan 
Hiroshi Okubo, 8th Dan, had passed 

away on the morning of September 25, 2018, at the age of 
71, following a short illness.  
 
Shihan Okubo was a direct student of Master Chojiro Tani, 
founder and Soke of Tani-ha Shito-ryu Kempo Karate-do 
Shukokai, at the Shukokai Honbu Dojo in Kobe.  
 
A guiding light of Shito-ryu Karate-do Kofukan in Paris since 
moving to France in the mid-seventies, he was a popular    
instructor at several clubs and worked with passion to pro-
mote the art of karate-do and kobudo that he loved. Having 
been a woodworker by trade in Japan, he brought his crafts-
manship and attention to detail into his martial arts practice. 
 
A mild and modest man, he did not seek personal fame but 
took a pride in passing on his knowledge to others while     
developing his own art. 
 

IN MEMORIAM 
 
His funeral took place on Wednesday, 3 October, 2018,      
attended by family, friends and many colleagues and repre-
sentatives of other martial arts groups. He will be sorely 
missed. 
 

We send our deepest condolences to his family on 
their loss.                                                            - Editor 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

 

Demonstrating 

kata to an attentive 

audience at the 

Shukokai 60th  

Anniversary  

Championship 

2009 in Kobe, 

Japan 

*Thanks to Mr Ikuta for the  

   use of his photographs 

With his fellow 

8th Dans 

at the same 

event 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks to our sponsors Mottox for their continuing support 
and hoping to meet again in Japan in 2019 



 

 JUNIOR & SENIOR EVENTS  
  SATURDAY 14 APRIL 2018     

                         
            SENIOR TEAM KATA           
                         
1.         RUSSIA          
2.         BELARUS 1   
3.         SLOVENIA     
3.         BELARUS 2   
                         
            SENIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KATA            
                         
1.         ULADZIMIR SHASNUK          BELARUS 
2.         JEFF LAW                              ENGLAND 
3.         STEVE MASON                       ENGLAND 
3.         DANIEL POULSEN                DENMARK 
                         
            SENIOR FEMALE INDIVIDUAL KATA       
                         
1.         KATJA STISOVIC                   SLOVENIA 
2.         HANNA PALAHUTA               BELARUS 
3.         ANASTASIYA RASOLKA       BELARUS 
3.         LINN PALMINGER                 SWEDEN 
                         
            JUNIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KATA            
                         
1.         ARTSIEMI MAROSAV            BELARUS 
2.         PAVEL JELEZOV                   RUSSIA 
3.         NIKOLAY STAKHORSKII       RUSSIA 
3. HEMA KOPLAN                      FRANCE 
 
            JUNIOR FEMALE INDIVIDUAL KATA       
                         
1.         ANASTASIYA PAHOLCHIK   BELARUS 
2.         MARIA LESKOVA                  BELARUS 
3.         CATHRINE TRUONG              NORWAY 
3. SARA ALI                                 DENMARK 
 
           SENIOR MALE TEAM KUMITE        
                         
1.         RUSSIA          
2.         BELARUS      
3.         ENGLAND      

         SENIOR FEMALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 61KG
             
                         
1.         VIKTORIA PLOTNIKOVA         RUSSIA 
2.         HOLLIE BLAKE                        ENGLAND 
3.         KATJA STISOVIC                     SLOVENIA 
3.         ANASTASIA SICHINOVA         RUSSIA 
                         
            SENIOR FEMALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 61KG+  
                         
1.         KATSIARYNA MARTYNOUSKAYA     BELARUS 
2.         EVGENIA NAVICHENKA         BELARUS 
3.         BECKY CASE                           ENGLAND 
3.         SARA RAFTSJO                       SWEDEN 
                         
            JUNIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 61KG
             
                         
1.         NIKITA KOTENEV                     RUSSIA 
2.         NIKOLAY STAKHORSKII        RUSSIA 
3.         CIARAN EVANS                        SCOTLAND 
3.         ANTON LISITSIN                      RUSSIA 
                         
            JUNIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 76KG
             
                         
1.         YAHOR MAKARCHUK              BELARUS 
2.         HEMA KOPLAN                         FRANCE 
3.         STEFAN TOMCHYK                   BELARUS 
3. ALIAKSEI MOKHAVEU              BELARUS 
 
            JUNIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 76KG+       
                         
1.         MIKHAIL MIHALIOU                    BELARUS 
2.         ALEKSANDR TURBAN              BELARUS 
3.         IVAN MOLEV                               RUSSIA 
3. PAVEL JELEZOV                        RUSSIA 
 
            JUNIOR FEMALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE    
                         
1.         YLVA FORBERG                         NORWAY 
2.         MARYIA AZAROVA                     BELARUS 
3.         OLIVIA JOSEFSSON                    SWEDEN 
3.         MADDELEINE STALHAMMER    SWEDEN 
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            SENIOR FEMALE TEAM KUMITE  
                         
1.        BELARUS       
2.        ENGLAND      
3.        RUSSIA           
                         
                         
            JUNIOR MALE TEAM KUMITE       
                         
1.        BELARUS 2    
2.        RUSSIA 2       
3.        BELARUS 1    
3.        RUSSIA 1       
                         
            SENIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 67KG
             
                         
1.        SERGEI HEIFETZ                RUSSIA 
2.        MAKSIM ISAYEU                 BELARUS 
3.        SHIKKUM LIMBU                ENGLAND 
                         
                         
            SENIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 75KG
             
                         
1.        VADFIM DEMIANENKO       RUSSIA 
2.        DZMITRY KRYLOU             BELARUS 
3.        ANTON GUGNIAEV             RUSSIA 
3. JEFF LAW                           ENGLAND 
 
            SENIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE UNDER 84KG
             
                         
1.        RAMAN KATLIAROU           BELARUS 
2.        DANIEL POULSEN              DENMARK 
3.        ASHKIN AMIROV                RUSSIA 
3. YURI KIRSHEV                    RUSSIA           

 
           SENIOR MALE INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 84KG+       
                         
1.        DMITRY  FAGELSKY           RUSSIA 
2.        MAKSIM BAKHAREV          RUSSIA 
3.        ROY STEVENSON              SCOTLAND 
3.        ANDREY GOLANTCEV       RUSSIA 
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KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS     
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            UNDER 16s KATA TEAM     
                         
1.         BELARUS 1   
2.         BELARUS 2   
3.         RUSSIA          
3.         BELARUS 3   
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KATA UNDER 10 YRS          
1.         RIANA SAITOVA                  RUSSIA 
2.         EVA SICHINAVA                  RUSSIA 
3.         NUSA JANZEKOVIC            SLOVENIA 
3.         VARVARA BAKHAREVA    RUSSIA 
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KATA 10 YRS                        
1.         EMILIA ROHRSTED             DENMARK 
2.         ISABELLA BISGAARD        DENMARK 
3.         LIUDMILA KIMSTACH         BELARUS 
3.         SOFIA GRABOVSKAI          RUSSIA 
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KATA 11/12 YRS                   
1.         MARYNA ULAS                    BELARUS 
2.         ALEKSANDRA TERENYA  BELARUS 
3.         TIJA JANZEKOVICH            SLOVENIA 
3.         MAEVE DUVAL                    FRANCE 
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KATA 13-15 YRS                   
1.         GAJA ZIBRAT                     SLOVENIA 
2.         NADZEYA LUKASHYK        BELARUS 
3.         NASTASSIA ZHUSINA        BELARUS 
3. XINGNI LU HUYEN              FRANCE 
 
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KATA UNDER 10 YRS           
1.         NIKITA BANDEEV               RUSSIA 
2.         NIKITA DZIADZIULIA           BELARUS 
3. IVAN ZENKEVICH               BELARUS 
4. ALIAKSEI KOKHAN            BELARUS 
 
           BOYS INDIVIDUAL KATA 10 YRS              
1.         IVAN SIARHEYEU                BELARUS 
2.         NOA TRICERRI                    FRANCE 
3.         DANIIL MIKUSHKIN            BELARUS 
3.         MATSVEI KARPOVICH       BELARUS 
 


                                     
             
           BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 10/11 YRS SMALL   
1.         KYRIL KRAUCHENKA            BELARUS 
2.         MAKSIM MELESHKO              BELARUS 
3.         NURLAN GUSEINALIEV         RUSSIA 
3. DENIS MILITSKII                      RUSSIA 
 
          BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 10/11 YRS MEDIUM 
1.         TIMOFEY DICHEV                   RUSSIA 
2.         YAROSLAY GURINOVICH     BELARUS 
3.         ALEH SHUMSKI                       BELARUS 
3. ARTEM MOROSHEVICH        BELARUS 
                         
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 10/11 YRS TALL      
1.         ULADZISLAU MALINOUSKI   BELARUS 
2.         IVAN KRAVETS                       BELARUS 
3.         DENIS SHULGA                       BELARUS 
3. IVAN SIARHEYEU                   BELARUS 
 
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 12/13 YRS SMALL  
1.         PAVEL DZIAMENTSYEU         BELARUS 
2.         DANILA VINNIK                       BELARUS 
3.         CHAN DAT LU HUYEN            FRANCE 
3.         MIKHAIL MARTIANOV             RUSSIA 
                         
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 12/13 YRS TALL      
1.         ANDREI TUTYKIN                    BELARUS 
2.         PAVEL GLUSHAKOV               BELARUS 
3.         MIKITA LUKASHEVICH           BELARUS 
3. HUGO OSKARSSON                SWEDEN 
 
           BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 14/15 YRS SMALL   
1.         ALEXANDER KROGH              NORWAY 
2.         PLATON CHEVICHELOV         RUSSIA 
3.         LEV MOROZ                              BELARUS 
3. ILYA KRAUCHANKA                 BELARUS 
 
           BOYS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 14/15 YRS TALL      
1.         LUKA MILIJKOVICH                  FRANCE 
2.         ERWANN HENNECHART         FRANCE 
3.         KRISTIAN HJERPAASEN         NORWAY 
3.         MATSVEIL MIKHNEVICH         BELARUS 
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CHILD & CADET EVENTS    
  SUNDAY 15 APRIL 2018   
 
 

                         
             
 
           BOYS INDIVIDUAL KATA 11/12 YRS                    
1.        CHAN DAT LU HUYEN            FRANCE 
2.        ALIAKSANDR SADOUSKI      BELARUS 
3.        VICTOR SORENSEN                DENMARK 
3.        MIKHAIL FEDASIUK                BELARUS 
                         
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KATA 13 YRS                          
1.        RAMAN ZATSIRKA                  BELARUS 
2.        ELLIOT GRUNEWALD             SWEDEN 
3.        STEPAN BAHMARIN               RUSSIA 
3.        ANDRES OPPELSTRUP         DENMARK 
                         
            BOYS INDIVIDUAL KATA 14/15 YRS                    
1.        LUKA MILIJKOVIC                  FRANCE 
2.        ERWANN HENNECHART        FRANCE 
3.        YAHOR HES                            BELARUS 
3.        PLATON CHEVICHELOV        RUSSIA 
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 10/11 YRS               
1.        DARYA USACHOVA                BELARUS 
2.        TIJA JANZEKOVICH                SLOVENIA 
3.        JULIA MIKULO                        BELARUS 
3.        MAEVE DUVAL                       FRANCE 
                         
            GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 12/13 YRS               
1.        MAI FORBERG                        NORWAY 
2.        KLARA ROHRSTED               DENMARK 
3.        DARIA NAZARKINA                 RUSSIA 
3. MARIYA CHASNOUSKAYA   BELARUS 
             
           GIRLS INDIVIDUAL KUMITE 14/15 YRS                
1.        AMALIE HOJGAARD              DENMARK 
2.        CAMILLA JENSEN                 DENMARK 
3.        ANNA SILAKOVA                   BELARUS 
3. HANNA YEUHRAFAVA          BELARUS 

KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS KOFUKAN INTERNATIONAL CUP 2018 RESULTS     
    MINSK, BELARUS       MINSK, BELARUS       MINSK, BELARUS       MINSK, BELARUS       14 & 15 APRIL 201814 & 15 APRIL 201814 & 15 APRIL 201814 & 15 APRIL 2018    
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The Japan Freshman 
A Personal Account of the Japan Trip 2017   By Jeff Law, 3rd Dan, Kofukan England 

Ever since I arrived back from Japan, everyone of course asks me the same ques-

tion… 
“So… how was it?” 

And with that straight away I am transported back to our first restaurant, and more impor-

tantly my first Gyooza! I’d never had these little dumplings before but they are now right 
up there with my very favourite foods of all time. 

It was also here I learned: 

Freshman tip #1 - never challenge another member of Kofukan to a Gyooza eating com-
petition, unless you have done the appropriate training! Just trust me on that one… 

Even though my stomach was still heavy, the following day we were to head out to the fa-

mous Doshisha University to train. A place to where our International group returns every 
Japan trip, and a place with an important part in our history. By the time we arrived there, 

after hearing all about the venerable University Karate Club, I was a little apprehensive to 

set foot there, and it was actually with some apprehension that I followed everyone in.   
After peering through the fantastic Kendo and Karate Dojos waiting to start training, the 

nerves perhaps kicked in, and I would have preferred a visit to the rest-room before we 

started.  

Here I figured out: 
Freshman tip #2 - when you’re in a place with bare feet, when visiting the loo don’t for-

get to wear the toilet shoes! It makes it a much less damp experience, as well as less amus-

ing for the locals… 
AND  

Freshman tip #3 - there are a surprising number of buttons on a Japanese toilet. If you’re 

going to press them, expect the unexpected!  
After I returned from my partially successful visit to the rest-room, training was just about 

to start. Straight away, to ease all my worries, we were greeted as long lost brothers and 

eagerly invited back into the fold. We traded everything from jokes and gifts, to demon-
strations of kata and exercises. Here I am sure we all felt the same pride watching our Sen-

sei teach lessons we have been taught by him in the past. We also smiled a little at the 

winces of Sensei’s chosen ‘practice partner’ as those lessons ‘hit home’, and hoped they 
didn’t bruise him too badly!  

After a fantastic party put on by the University, not to mention the amazing meal, soon we 

set out for Kyoto, the old capital. Here I was hoping to see a glimpse of the traditional    
Japan I had read about in books, and believe me, Kyoto did not disappoint. Our first stop 

was my first visit to a Buddhist temple. Unsure whether I would be even allowed to see 

much, I was soon kneeling respectfully at the back of the temple watching the monks of 
the temple reciting their prayer. A true glimpse of the spirituality of this amazing place. 

Having now seen a hint of the mysticism Japan has to offer, we headed to a curious little 

building called ‘The Womb’. I don’t want to spoil what happens in there, but rebirth awaits 
you should you make it through to the other side! A genuinely moving experience not to be 

missed while passing through this fantastic city. After we had been reborn, we decided we 

had earned a spot of lunch. Noodle soup!  
Here I learned: 

Freshman tip #4 - Proper Japanese noodles are hotter 

than the sun! You have been warned! 
 

With my mouth still a little painful we were told of our 

next destination, and one I could not wait to see. The 
Temple of 1000 Buddha. On our way we happened 

across one of my favourite unexpected encounters of the 

trip, a traditional Japanese flute player (pictured right)
and one whose captivating performances I could have 

sat and watched the whole day. I will definitely remem-

ber him well. Anyway, we did not have time to stay for 

long, so we carried on to the Temple. Even with an im-
pressive name like it has, it does not capture the wonder 

of walking through this astonishing building with 1000 

gleaming statues regarding you. It certainly felt some-
what humbling and I am very glad we visited.  

After plenty more Gyooza to refuel we headed home, 

where Sensei showed us another unexpected highlight: 
the pub where the leader of the 47 Ronin deceived his 

enemies. The 47 Ronin is a famous story loved by many including me since I was young, 

and to stand in the very spot where they had been felt like sharing its history somehow. I 
headed home that night thinking Kyoto could surely not have anything more amazing to 

offer. 

 
I was wrong. We headed out the next day back to Kyoto on the promise that we would see 

something that would make us say “Wow!”. To be honest though, even just the journey 

was nothing to be sniffed at. After a beautiful walk past rivers and mountain valley view-
points that had already made the day worthwhile, we did see something: the bamboo      

forest. I had never seen real bamboo growing before, but every direction I looked I was 

taking photos to make even the best postcard photographer jealous. Even this was not the 
spectacle we were destined for. 
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The Japan Freshman continued 

 

“Wow!” indeed! Eventually we arrived at our 
destination, The Golden Temple (Kinkaku-ji), 

quite simply the most amazing building in the 

most beautiful setting I have ever seen. Defi-
nitely something I think that every one of us 

should see in a lifetime. If the trip had ended 

here it would have been worth it, but we had 

barely started! 
Next up was one of my other favourite unex-

pected highlights, even if it was just the way 

from A to B: the Bullet Train (Shinkansen). 
U n f o r t u -

nately though, I’m not sure I can properly describe what 

it is like travelling at 170mph in something comfier than 
my own armchair! Definitely the way to travel. After en-

joying the journey as much as any highlight, the Bullet 

took us to Himeji Castle. A fantastic building where our 
charming guide showed us the history of a building full 

of traps, deceptions, collapsing walls, and incredible ar-

chitecture that we could not have guessed. Despite it be-
ing a spectacle to look at on the skyline, there was plenty 

more to this interesting building than meets the eye. Even the garden (left), which despite 

my meagre photography skills, you can tell would have been worth the visit on its own. 
Now I had to face one of my fears of the trip:  raw seafood. I have never been much of a 

fan of seafood and I hadn’t actually eaten raw fish up until this point in life. Now the gra-

cious supporters of Kofukan had prepared a meal to remember for us, and it was here the 
first morsel of delicately prepared raw fish was placed before me. I’ll be honest, it was 

with a great deal of trepidation that I placed it to my lips – but there 

was no way I was travelling all this way to not try it. After a hesita-
tion, down it went, and never before have I eaten such a fresh tast-

ing and delicious cut of fish. The fine food kept on arriving. In fact, 

the only thing I didn’t like was the edamame, which were lovely 
succulent soy beans in a strangely tough and chewy pod. After I 

managed to choke the last of mine down, I turned bemused to face 

my Kofukan brother from Switzerland who had erupted in laughter. 

With a grin on his face he told me: 
Freshman tip #5 - we weren’t supposed to eat the soybean pods! 

So a meal to remember it was, feeling like a grand gathering of 

brothers and sisters from 15 different countries. With terrific food, 
fine drink and laughter all flowing as freely as water over a fall. 

Speaking of which… 

 
The scariest part of the trip for me was ahead: the waterfall. The one we were going to 

train underneath. First we had to prepare for it, and for that I witnessed my first ever Shinto 

ceremony. Not   something I want to give away, but definitely where I learned my: 
Freshman tip #6 - make sure you are comfortable kneeling down in seiza position… very 

comfortable! 

 
Now we were prepared, it was time to face the water-

fall! Now trust me on this one, there is nothing quite 

like standing in front of a waterfall for the first time 
and still nothing that can describe the feeling when you 

emerge triumphant from a raging torrent of water. 

Definitely something you must go and feel for your-
self. 

 

So with that we ate by the waterfall feeling like heroes. 
Over a well-earned bento box the teacher of the water-

fall training asked me how many times I had visited 

Japan. When I said this was the first time he turned to 
me and said, “Ah! Freshman!”. We all laughed. Fresh-

man was right. Never have I been on a trip of so many 

new and astonishing experiences and I remember tell-

ing him I was already looking forward to coming back. 
 

Little did I know some of the most moving experiences 

were yet to come, in Hiroshima. I did not know that 
you could get close enough to actually touch this part 

of Japan’s history. Here I was looking through a touch-

ing memorial (picture left), 
directly at a building which 

had partly survived, next to 

ground zero of such a fateful 
day of world history. I could 

not help but shed a tear listen-

ing to the accounts of real sur-
vivors and it was a proud and 

moving moment for me to 

have been able to wear a 
poppy of   remembrance and 

walk the very path that had 

been destroyed on a day the 
whole world remembers. 

The Freshman and the Waterfall 
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The Japan Freshman continued 

 

Even after all of this, Japan had still more to show us as we approached the place I 

was perhaps looking forward to the most, the Zen Temple. That’s right! We were   

actually going to get the chance to stay overnight as guests of the Zen monks of a real 
Buddhist temple and I could not wait. Here we had a chance of first hand insight into 

what it meant to be Buddhist, and the fascinating principles of Zen teachings, as we 

actually experienced life as a monk for one weekend. There is no way I am going to 

spoil this one for you. What I will say is that there is no better lesson in traditional 
Japanese culture and spirituality right down to eating, sleeping and meditating, than 

living the traditional Japanese way in a Buddhist temple for 2 days. A truly unforget-

table experience that I carry with me still. You will find yourself saying some of the 

admirable principles of the Japanese way sometimes, such as “leave no traces!”, as 
you tidy up after yourself. You will even find that you understand things you would 

not have done before in the world. Remember the Japanese World Cup football team? 

They left the changing room so immaculate it made the news… “Leave no traces!”. 

Feeling very thoughtful we left that mountain, and for next time I made sure I noted: 
Freshman tip #7 - Even if you think you are comfortable kneeling down in seiza           

position… get more comfortable! You might thank me one day… 

 
Not quite believing there could be anything left to amaze us in this incredible country, 

we headed to Nara, where I was proven wrong yet again! After having to share my 

lunch with a deer, I was now standing in front of one of the very largest wooden 

buildings in the entire world. The scale of the place is just immense as you approach 
the main door to this giant temple. I suppose it had to be big, as inside we saw some-

thing even more amazing than the building… but to tell you what really would be 

spoiling things now wouldn’t it!? After   returning to my senses, once accustomed to 

the scale of the temple, we found a challenge: a small tunnel gap through an impor-
tant pillar. I was told that whoever could make it through the gap would have a 

chance to be reborn! Again! Well, we couldn’t miss a chance for that, so of course we 

lined up in front of the pillar… 

 
It’s usually about now that I realise that my friend has been 

standing there patiently  waiting for quite some time, and then 

they ask me again, “Well go on then, how was it?” 

And although I always take a deep breath to tell them all of 
that, I always tell them the same thing: 

 

“You just have to see it for yourself!” 
 

The Japan Freshman 

 

 

 

Japan 
Trip 

Our first Japan Trip was organized in 1987 at the occasion of the Doshisha 
University Karate Club 50th Anniversary.  So the 2017 Trip 2017 was the 30th 
anniversary trip. In total, there were 21 participants including Shihan     
Tomiyama, as shown in the picture above.  
Back row: Bojana Rudovic Zvanut, Slovenia; Jeff Law, England 
2nd row: Akin Aroko-Okon, USA; Yuri Petriv, Ukraine; Igor Resanovic, Slovenia; Steve 
Mason, England; Edward Gezhoyan, Ukraine; Sergei Podimako, Belarus; Kristina 
Boneva, Bulgaria; Boris Balgaranov, Canada;  
Front row: Vacson Dube, Zimbabwe; Ndabezinhle Mazibuko, Zimbabwe; Domenico 
Graziano, Norway; Paul Reid, Scotland; Shihan Tomiyama; Jane Schorling, Sweden; 
Dick Schorling, Sweden; Matthias Seiler, Switzerland; Tracey Archer, England; Gary 
Hoyle, England; Steve Coupland, England. 
 

Below, Domenico Graziano of Norway, veteran of several Japan Trips,  
gives his own impressions of the tour in 2017. 

  Japan Trip 2017 :  

 A Veteran’s Viewpoint 
 

  My name is Domenico Graziano, the oldest of those 

  that went on the trip. 
  My journey began on the 1st November 2017, travelling 

  from Oslo (Norway) to Helsinki (Finland). At the airport in 

  Helsinki I was joined by Dick Schorling of Kofukan 

  Sweden and his wife Jane. Almost immediately we had to 
  take the connecting flight to Osaka, where we arrived at  

  10 o’ clock on the following day.  
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Japan Trip 2017 : A Veteran’s Viewpoint continued 

 

Sensei Tomiyama greeted us with a beaming smile, on top of a layer of stress; understand-
able, due to some late arrivals, others missing luggage, travel cards, rail pass, etc. Sensei 

was fantastically efficient in solving these problems, however, and eventually we took the 

bus to the hotel in Osaka. After checking in, it was time to eat and drink, and for Sensei 
Tomiyama to explain the schedule for the next day. 

 
Friday 3rd November— We took the Kintetsu railway train to Doshisha University Karate 

Club, where we, naturally, presented friends and senior instructors with gifts (bottles of 
whisky). The training was of a very high standard, exchanging ideas; the people were po-

lite and open in sharing information. Following the training session, a party had been     
organized; we sampled a wide variety of food and beverages. The party provided an oppor-

tunity to share experiences with people of various ages: laughing, drinking, taking photo-
graphs. An unforgettable experience, especially for those attending for the first time. 

Saturday 4th November was the date for the Doshisha University Karate Club 80th Anniver-

sary party, which was held at the prestigious Kyoto Hotel Okura. Many notable Senseis 
from different karate styles attended the celebration, which began at 13.00 and concluded 

at 16.00. During that time the attendees were able to experience excellent food, and the ho-
tel staff did a fantastic job ensuring that a good time was had by all. After eating, a number 

of speeches were given by some of the leaders of the groups in attendance. Sensei Tomi-
yama gave a speech In Japanese; we understood it regardless! We were all introduced ac-

cording to grade, each presented on the stage. After the party we had our own free time, 
having already been told the timetable for the following day. 

Sunday 5th November was the day for sightseeing in the east of Kyoto.  Here we visited 
many beautiful temples. The following day we visited the temples in the west of Kyoto, 

and on the 7th we visited the glorious Himeji Castle, which provided another opportunity to 
meet castle guide Mrs. Yoshiko Nakamura. I have to say she is very special, a humble, 

knowledgeable person. 
 

 
During the evening, back in Osaka, we attended a dinner given by the ‘Kofukan Interna-

tional Supporters Club’. It was an evening of exceptional hospitality, where we exchanged 
gifts. 

8th November—This was the day for the customary Waterfall training (Takigyo) guided by 

Sensei Shimizu, who is the Honorary Chairman of Kofukan International. We travelled by 
Nankai Railway and local bus to Tondabayashi. We were met by many old friends, and the 

group was taught the ritual for entering the waterfall. We did some preparatory exercises 
and were taught to repeat “ Tokotachi-no-Mikoto” (for entering the fall) and “Kensho Dai-

jintsuriki” (to chant while beneath the fall).  
When the time came, we entered the waterfall one at a time; some entered several times. 

Some stood, others stumbled, all were recorded for posterity. 
Afterwards we went inside to change back into dry clothes. Sensei Shimizu conducted a 

closing ceremony, followed by an exchange of gifts and a small party. The day concluded 
when we descended down the mountain, under a blanket of fine rain, taking the bus and 

train home. 
On Thursday the 9th we embarked on a visit to Hiroshima and Miyajima. We took the Bul-

let train that departed from Osaka at 8 a.m., promptly arriving at 10 a.m. After leaving our 
luggage at the hotel, we visited the beautiful island of Miyajima and its shrine 

‘Itsukushima Jinja’, taking many photographs of the scenic views. 
In the evening we were joined by Sensei Nada and the Hiroshima Shukokai delegation for 

a party with unlimited food and beverages. We all joined in with gusto! 
Hiroshima city is now fully restored with beautiful parks and museums. We visited the site 

where the Americans dropped the atomic bomb on 6th August 1945, a shameful day in 

world history. 
In the evening we practised Niseishi kata with Sensei Nada and his group. At a nearby 

place afterwards we refreshed ourselves with food, drink and karaoke. Paul Reid was the 
top singing attraction, with equal billing taken by a Japanese friend.  

 
 

 

On our way back from 

Hiroshima to Osaka  

on Saturday, we stopped 

at Okayama and visited 

Korakuen garden,  

reputedly one of the three 

most beautiful gardens of 

Japan.  (see right) 

 

 
 

Training at Doshisha University Karate Club 
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Japan Trip 2017 : A Veteran’s Viewpoint continued 

 
12th November—Unable to visit Sensei Ishiko (of Shinto Muso-ryu Jodo) on this occasion, 

we went to the city of Nishinomiya (in-between Kobe and Osaka) and trained with Sensei 
Fujiwara, a former original member of Sensei Tani’s Hombu dojo, and his students. We 

were joined by Sensei Ogura, who also trained at the Hombu dojo, and Sensei Tanaka, 

who is Head Coach of Tenri University Karate Club and of Hyogo Prefecture Karate 
Team. We enjoyed a Chinese meal and more karaoke after the training. 

13th November - We travelled by train, cable car and foot to reach the Enryaku-ji Temple 
on Mount Hiei for training with the Zen monks, which began at 5 a.m. the next morning 

with 90 minutes in Seiza, followed by a guided trip around the temple. After experiencing 
a small sample of the life of a Buddhist monk, we said our goodbyes to our new friends 

and departed from the temple shortly after midday. 
In the evening we had a very nice party in Kyoto with Doshisha University Karate Club 

‘Old Boys’. The day ended with me falling into my bed, tired. 
 

During the next day we were sightseeing in Osaka, enjoying the many parks and fine archi-
tecture. In the evening we had some fantastic training with Sensei Arai from Shitokai. We 

learned a version of Roppo Hiji-ate and associated Bunkai, and an alternative version of 
kata Sanseiru.   (Sanseiru of Too-on-ryu – Ed.) 

 
After a day of visiting the sights and buying souvenirs in Nara on the 16th, we had a big 

party during the evening with Sensei’s cheerleader friends; a complete meal of variations 
of Fugu fish was served. Each of us had to present ourselves, with a short explanation, to 

Sensei’s friends. For me this was the best evening on the trip so far: glorious hospitality 

with new and old friends. 
 

On the 17th we travelled to Izushi to train with “Nippon Kofukan”. There we met the     
Inagaki family. Some of our group stayed at the local hotel, whilst others stayed with our 

hosts. We went by foot in cold rainy conditions to the dojo, without complaints, although 
Steve Coupland managed to take the wrong road in the dark. WHY?? * 

A pleasant training session followed, led by Sensei Toshihiro Inagaki. We were joined by 
many children, and trained together. High grades training with the children, good for both 

groups. Personally, I am always amazed at the discipline that the younger karatekas show 
towards the senior grades. Something that we can learn from them? 

After training we went to the family house of the Inagakis, where a fantastic party ensued. 
Harmonious, good food and drink, and exemplary hospitality. 

 
Saturday 18th November—The day was spent in Izushi with training and a small competi-

tion, at which our high grades officiated. Sensei Inagaki’s youngest daughter Hiromi   
demonstrated and taught a version of ‘Papuren’, then we systematically learned the kata 

and some bunkai. 

 
After the competition, pictured left, we 

ate at the restaurant where Sensei      Ina-
gaki’s daughter Aika used to work. We 

ate various kinds of pizza, pasta and 

salad, before returning to our hotel to 
sleep. 

 
19th November—After a train journey 

from Toyooka to Sanda, we had some 
great training with Sensei Ikuta and his 

students at his Seishikan dojo, which in-
cluded demonstration of katas both by our members and by some of the local member chil-

dren who have been successful in competition. Sensei Tomiyama also demonstrated kata 
‘Annanko’ and its Bunkai. 

 
After saying goodbye to Sensei Ikuta, the Inagaki family and friends, we returned to 

Osaka. 
 

The last day of the trip, 20th       
November, was a free day. We 

said goodbye to our old friends at a 
special Sushi restaurant, ‘Gion 

Sushi’, taking over the whole    

restaurant for the night. We ate a 
humongous amount of    different 

delicacies, including fresh “Fugu 
fish” (picture right). A good time 

was had by all. 
 

Back at the hotel we contemplated 
the previous days and all that we 

had experienced. 
 

Personally, I would like to say thank you to all of my fellow travellers, with a special    
mention to SENSEI TOMIYAMA, who always tries to do his best for everyone, and yet 

again succeeded.                                                                                    
                                                                                                       Mimmo  

                                                                                             (Domenico Graziano)   
 

*An ‘in’ joke among Japan Trip members 

* Some pictures by K Tomiyama 



 



 

Junior 1st Dan    
           
Stine Berg                                    Norway 
Dina Matheussen                        Norway 
Mmasechaba Lechaba                South Africa 
 
1st Dan    
 
Tshepang Lechaba                      South Africa 
Adam Vasconcelos                      France 
Charles Millancourt                      France 
Hon Ting Jonathan Tse               England 
Luka Miljkovic                              France 
Martine Daviau                            France 
Sandrine Boulaud                        France 
Laurent Zeitoun                           France 
Virginie Sillard                             France 
Jernej Zdovc                                Slovenia 
Nika Šenica                                  Slovenia 
Matthew Edwards                        Australia 
Hristo Doychev                            Bulgaria 
Anders Olsson                            Sweden 
Vladimir Pak                                Russia 
Victoria Plotnikova                       Russia 
Vladislav Morozov                       Russia 
P. Vishnuvaradhan                      India 
Aman Singh                                 India 
Deepu I. S.                                    India 
Antonio Saraiva                            Portugal 
Margarida Freitas                         Portugal 
Alexandre Sequeira                      Portugal 
Emanuel Anunciação                   Portugal 
David Guerreiro                            Portugal 
Miguel Lopes                                Portugal 
Carolina Peixe                              Portugal 
Margarida Custódio                      Portugal 
Porfirio Custódio                           Portugal 
Mojalefa Emmanuel Maikano      Botswana 
Modisaotsile Serai                        Botswana 
 

3rd Dan 
 
Akinkunmi Aroko-Okon                England 
Thanh Liêm Hua                          France 
Thanh Huong Nguyen                 France 
Maksim Bakharev                        Russia 
P. Kannan                                   India 
N. Anilkumar                                India 
Rebecca Elizabeth Case             England 
David Hatte                                 Australia 
Oagile Gaogakwe                        Botswana 
Heinrich Lauber                           Switzerland 
Samuel Ntshole                           Botswana 
Isabelle Vasseur                          France 
Rachid Amiour                             France 
Hamid Mammeri                          France 
Patrick Delabre                            France 
 
 
4th Dan 
 
Yinn Tan                                      France 
Christian Fernand                        France 
K. Chidambaram                         India 
Donald McKay                             Australia 
John Kgalaeng                            Botswana 
David Nlisi Hobona                      Botswana 
Thabo Cliford Molubi                   South Africa 
Pierre Besson                              France 
Alain Cailleteau                           France 
Jo Øveråsen                                Norway 
 
 
5th Dan 
 
Long Hua                                    France 
Pascal Sillard                              France 
Tsezar Mataradze                       Russia 
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Kofukan International Dan Gradings   
Congratulations and well done to all the following members who successfully graded since the last 

newsletter. We’re glad to see members at all ranks in all member countries continuing to make progress 
in their studies; keep up the good work! Good luck to everyone who will be grading in the near future. 

Corban Favas                              Australia 
Robert McGregor                         Australia 
Ryan Henderson                          Australia 
Gusta Josefsson                          Sweden 
Henrik Överstam                          Sweden 
Mikael Ström                                Sweden 
Samson Bhuza                            Zimbabwe 
Samuel Mane                              France 
Alexandre Fournier                      France 
Aleš Farčnik                                 Slovenia 
Lan Kolar                                     Slovenia 
Drago Brilej                                  Slovenia 
Ayaka Tamura                             Switzerland 
Lan Podpečan                              Slovenia 
 
 

2nd Dan    
 
Isaac Lechaba                             South Africa 
Steven Mason                              England 
Léa Sillard                                    France 
S. G. Neethu Lakshmi                  India 
Revathy S. Nair                            India 
Finn Catterall                               England 
Joana Pereira                              Portugal 
Sérgio Dias                                  Portugal 
Albino Sousa                               Portugal 
Rui Machado                               Portugal 
Pedro Palma                                Portugal 
Lindon McKenna                          Australia 
Andrew Quelch                            Australia 
Andrea Iacovone                          Norway 
Erik Birch-Aune                            Norway 
Mokgabo Seganebeng                Botswana 
Lesedi Morobise                          Botswana 
Manuela Schaller                         Switzerland 
Virginie Sillard                              France 
Juš Jagarinec                              Slovenia 
Andrej Vabič                               Slovenia 
 



 

 

WORLDWIDE SEMINARS WITH KEIJI 
TOMIYAMA 

2018 / 19 
 
As most members are aware, Shihan Tomiyama teaches 
around the world during the course of each year. Many 
courses are normally open to all members, so if you are    
willing and able to travel to other countries, maybe during a 
family holiday, you may wish to know where the seminars are 
to take place. The dates that have been arranged are listed   
below. If you are interested in details, please contact the 
relevant person in the country where the seminar will take 
place, or e-mail to the Secretariat. 
 
2018 
 
October 20/21         Sweden               November 17/18      Zurich 
October 27/28         Paris                    November 24/25      Bulgaria 
November 3/4         Canada               December 2              Scotland 
November 10/11     Ukraine               December 9/10         Russia 
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FROM KOFUKAN  

New Zealand Development Report 
 
Kofukan New Zealand was established in North Shore City, Auckland, in the early 90s with Brian Davis as 
its leader.  He was a 4th Dan in Shotokan karate and well respected.  He, together with his wife Christine 
and his right hand man James Liddell, worked hard to establish Kofukan firmly in New Zealand.  Later, 
Brian Chambers of Australia moved to Christchurch and started a club there too.  (Some years later, Brian 

Chambers returned to 
Australia and the 
Christchurch club is 
now run by Rebecca 
Dobson.) 
 
They produced several 
black belts and one of 
those young black 
belts, Travis Butler, 
started a club in     
Ponsonby, another part 
of Auckand. Unfortu-
nately, Travis Butler 
emigrated and the club 
was taken over by a 
Shukokai organization. 
Moreover, Brian Davis 

developed a health prob-
lem and retired from   
karate and James Liddell 

could not look after the North Shore club due to his work commitments.  So, sadly, that club ceased to exist 
a few years ago. 
 
Recently, Fiona Miles, who is in charge of the Ponsonby Club, contacted Brian Davis indicating her interest 
to return the club to Kofukan.  Luckily Brian’s health had improved enough in the intervening time to be able 
to help out Fiona and Kofukan has returned to Auckland.  James Liddell is also giving a helping hand when-
ever he is able to. 
 
In May 2018, Shihan Tomiyama visited the Ponsonby club for the first time since its return to Kofukan.  
Fiona and her senior members are making great efforts to develop the club, which has many young      
members. Shihan Tomiyama hopes that it continues to develop and he intends to visit the club regularly, as 
well as making visits to Christchurch. 

Back row: far left—Ponsonby Club Instructor Sensei Fiona Miles; far right—Sensei 

Brian Davis.  Front row: far left—Shihan Tomiyama; far right—Sensei James Liddell 

2019 
 
January 17-28     India 
February 9/10     Sweden 
 
 
February 23/24     
England with Sensei Omi 
March 2/3            Denmark 
March 9/10          Belarus 
April 6/7              Portugal 
April 13/14          Slovenia 
Others to come ! 
PLUS… July 26—August 6  
Japan Trip with Kofukan  
International Cup 2019 



 

Shihan Tomiyama’s 50th Anniversary  
of Yao High School graduation 

 

Shihan Tomiyama graduated from his high school in March 1968, 50 years 
ago, so the 50th Anniversary Reunion for that school year was organized on 
20th May. 
Last year, Mr. Wakamura, a member of the organizing committee, asked    
Shihan, “When will you be free to come?” and another friend Mr. Teranishi, 
chairman of Mottox Inc., told Shihan, “You should come.  I will pay for your air 
ticket.” 
It is good to have good friends! 
The Reunion took place at the high school’s event hall.  A little over eighty 
people attended out of five hundred who graduated together.  No teachers 
were there, as they were either dead or too old. 
Shihan was first a member of its brass band, playing trumpet, then later be-
came a member of the cheerleaders.  He meets members of the cheerleaders 
and baseball clubs every year when he visits Japan, but it was the first time he 
has seen three friends from the brass band for 50 years.  They were conduc-
tor, drummer and fellow trumpeter.  Shihan asked about another fellow trum-
peter, only to find out that, sadly, he had died several years ago. 
Towards the end of the party, Shihan was asked to make a speech as the par-
ticipant who had travelled the longest distance.   
Then the cheerleaders led people in singing the school song together to finish 
the event. 
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FROM JAPAN 

Coincidentally, a brass band formed by the graduates of its brass band was 
practising on the same day and the drummer friend is a member.  So the four 
friends visited the room where the band was practising.  Promptly they were 
given instruments (the conductor friend was also a flute player) and score to 
play together for half an hour or so.   
After this enjoyable time, Shihan joined his cheerleader, baseball club and 
other sports clubs friends for a Karaoke evening. 
 

Doshisha Girls on top in Japan and the World 
 

The Japanese academic year starts in April and ends in March of the following 
year and in this 2018 ~19 season Doshisha University Karate Club is doing 
well as usual. 
 
In the first event of the year, the  “Kansai University Karate Individual Champi-
onship”, Mr. Chikara Iijima won third place and Mr. Ryuki Fukumoto won a 
best 8 position in Male Kumite (there are no weight categories, just one open 
category). 
In Female Kumite at the same event Miss Kanako Oryu won first place and 
Miss Yuri Sumitomo won second place.  In fact, five girls among the best eight 
were from Doshisha. 
In the Female Kata category, Miss Natsuki Shimizu won first, Miss Yuri Sumi-
tomo won second place and Miss Aira Minamoto came third; a clean-up by 
Doshisha girls.  Also Mr. Jun’ya Funakubo won second place and Mr. Shin Fu-
jita achieved a best 8 position in Male Kata. 
Miss Yuri Sumitomo was quite remarkable, having won second place in both 
kumite and kata.      
                                                                                    
In May, the “West-Japan University Karate Championship” was held in Oki-
nawa and Doshisha girls won first place in female team kumite (there were no 
individual categories in this event).   
 

Then in June, the “All-Japan University Karate Individual Championship” was 
held in Nagoya.  While Mr. Ryuki Fukumoto and Miss Kanako Oryu both 
achieved best 8 in Male and Female Kumite categories respectively, in    � 15 

Reunited Yao High 

School brass band 

friends, from left:

Kuninori Kaname, 

trumpeter; Taneyoshi 

Tani, drummer; Keiji 

Tomiyama, trumpeter; 

Tsuiyoshi Yamada, 

flute and conductor 



 

Doshisha Girls on top in Japan and the World continued 
 
Female Kata Miss Natsuki Shimizu won gold, Miss Yuri Sumitomo won bronze 
and Miss Aira Minamoto won a best 8 position. 
 
Finally, Miss Natsuki Shimizu and Miss Kanako Oryu were selected to repre-
sent Japan at the FISU World University Karate Championship held in Kobe in 
July. Miss Shimizu was in Female Individual Kata and also a member of Ja-
pan’s Female Kata Team.  Miss Oryu was in -68kg Female Individual Kumite. I 
am happy to report that they won gold medals in all three categories. 
 
 

Doshisha University Karate-do Club  
80th Anniversary 

 
 

Doshisha University Karate-do Club 
was established in the year 1937, with 
Chojun Miyagi, founder of Goju-ryu, as 
its instructor. The 80th Anniversary 
event of the club took place in Kyoto 
on Saturday 4th November, 2017. 
 
Shihan Tomiyama started the “Japan 
Trip” in 1987 on the occasion of the 
50th Anniversary, so this was the 
fourth anniversary event attended by 
Kofukan members. (Steve Coupland 
of England is the only member who 
has attended all of them.) 

 
The previous day (Friday 3rd November), 20 Kofukan members participating in 
the “2017 Japan Trip” visited Doshisha University for a training session with  
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Don’t forget to visit the Kofukan International Facebook page from time to time for news updates. Until next time, enjoy your training !   - Editor 
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students and graduates of its Karate-do Club.  At the three previous anniversa-
ries, Master Fujimoto had conducted the training sessions but, this time, two of 
his successors, Shihans Inagawa and Tomiyama, conducted the session.  As 
usual, a reception took place at the University canteen after the training      
session.  Everybody had a good time socialising. 
 
The Doshisha University Karate-do Club 80th Anniversary Party took place at 
the Kyoto Hotel Okura, one of the best hotels in Kyoto, with over 250 people 
attending. On top of students and graduates of the club, there were dignitaries 
from Doshisha University, Japan Universities Karate-do Federation, other uni-
versities’ karate-do clubs, Kyoto Prefecture Karate-do Federation and, of 
course, Kofukan International. 
 
It started with a DVD presentation of its 80 years’ history, followed by kata 
demonstrations by two students: Mr. Kakeru Nishiyama, All-Japan University 
Male Kata champion, and Miss Natsuki Shimizu, All-Japan University Female 
Kata runner-up.  Then several dignitaries gave speeches.  Unfortunately, all of 
them were in Japanese so our members could not understand. 
But, soon after that, all our members were called on to the stage and intro-
duced to people by Shihan Tomiyama. 
 
For this occasion, Shihan Tomiyama wrote a commemorative book (see pic) 
on the karate of Doshisha University by special request of the organizing   
committee.  This is his first book written in Japanese.  
Master Fujimoto had written such books at the 60th and 
70th Anniversaries, so it was quite an honour for Shihan 
Tomiyama to be asked.   
 
As you all might know, Master Chojiro Tani (founder of 
Tani-ha Shito-ryu   Shukokai), Master Hiroshi Fujimoto 
(founder of En-ryu Goshin-ken), Shihans Omi and Tomi-
yama are all graduates of Doshisha University Karate-do 
Club. So we can fairly say that Doshisha University     
Karate-do Club is the home of Kofukan International. 


